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1. Introduction – To understand about the charge and energy transfer processes between donor and

acceptor materials is fundamental for an efficient performance in optoelectronic organic devices. In

bimolecular systems energy transfer could generate annihilation processes. When two triplet excitons

collide a singlet state could be formed. This mechanism is called triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA). TTA

may result in a delayed fluorescence (DF) which should increase OLED performance [1]. In the field of

organic semiconductors, columnar liquid crystals (ColLCs) have been intensively studied due to their

high self-ordering, long exciton diffusion length and high charge mobility [2]. In this work we

investigated the photophysical, morphological and electrical properties of two electronically

complementary ColLCs in bulk heterojunctions. We observed for the first time DF coming from TTA

between ColLC molecules.

2. Experimental – solutions of the individual materials were prepared in chloroform with a

concentration of 10 g/L and the mixtures were produced in different ratios v/v of ColLC-A:

ColLC-B (3:1; 2:1; 1:1; 1:2; 1:3). Steady state absorption and emission were acquired using an

Ocean Optics spectrophotometer (Model USB4000) and a Hitachi fluorescence

spectrophotometer (Model F-7000). The measurements were made in solution (0.17 g/L and

0.017 g/L) and spin-coated films. Time resolved spectroscopy was made mainly by time

correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) and time gated acquisition (iCCD) techniques. The

electroluminescence characterization was made using the device structure: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/ColLCs/Al.

3. Results and Discussion - While in very diluted solutions the two individually materials showed only

prompt fluorescence regime, on the other hand, in concentrated solutions DF was observed in longer time

scale (microsecond) for the ColLC-B. The disappearance of DF for measurements performed in air

conditions confirmed that this effect comes from a triplet state interactions. The neat films emission

presented excimer species contribution with longer lifetimes than in solution for both materials. However,

DF was not observed in neat films suggesting the TTA mechanism is dependent on molecules

concentration. Interestingly, blended films showed DF coinciding with to ColLC-A emission.

4. Conclusions – For the blended films we concluded that the triplet states of ColLC-B interact with each

other. This interaction promotes the triplet state population to the singlet state of ColLC-B, which decays

by emitting a photon. Due to the spectral overlap between the ColLC-A absorption and the ColLC-B

emission may occur Förster resonance energy transfer from ColLC-B to ColLC-A. Therefore, the ColLC-

B transfer energy to the ColLC-A, which it then emits. This hypothesis is corroborated by TTA only

observed only for the ColLC-B in solution (0.17 g/L).
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